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NEW YEAR, NEW RATES AS THE NOTTINGHAM CUTS RESI RANGE PRICES 

 
The Nottingham has welcomed in 2022 by announcing rate drops of up to 70bps 
across its residential range. 
 
Its two-year fixed 80% LTV product with £1,499 (£199 upfront) fees has been 
reduced from 2.00% to 1.30%. 
 
The building society has also cut the rates of two and five-year fixed products - all 
available for purchase or remortgage - at 85% and 90% LTV. 
 

• Two-year fixed, 85% LTV with no fees, 1.80% (from 2.45%) 
• Two-year fixed, 90% LTV with no fees, 2.00% (was 2.55%) 

• Two-year fixed, 90% LTV with £999 fees (£199 upfront), 1.80% (from 2.15%) 

• Five-year fixed, 80% LTV with £800 fees (£0 upfront), 1.80% (was 2.20%) 

• Five-year fixed, 80% LTV with no fees, 2.00% (from 2.45%) 

• Five-year fixed, 85% LTV with no fees, 2.20% (was 2.65%) 

• Five-year fixed, 90% LTV with £999 fees (£199 upfront) 2.20% (from 2.65%) 

• Five-year fixed, 90% LTV with no fees, 2.55% (was 2.85%) 
 
Nikki Warren-Dean, Head of Intermediary Sales at The Nottingham, said: “These 
reductions get the new year off to a positive start and are a proactive indicator of our 
unstinting dedication to helping people onto, and along, the property ladder. 
 
“We have a firm commitment to continually reinventing our offering so we provide 
good choice and value, based not just on being competitively priced but also our 
ethos of listening to feedback from brokers as to what their clients are looking for.”   
 
Photo caption: The Nottingham’s Head of Intermediary Sales, Nikki Warren-Dean. 
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For further information please contact: Assistant Communications Manager Chris Kershaw on 07884 667800 or 

chris.kershaw@thenottingham.com  

  
About The Nottingham 

Founded in 1849, The Nottingham is a mutual building society owned by its members with a long and proud 
history of doing the right thing and helping communities prosper. Today, The Nottingham is a top ten building 
society operating online and via a network of 40-plus branches across nine UK counties. The society is well 
known for providing a safe and secure place for people’s savings and helping its members into their own homes. 
In addition to mortgage and saving products, it offers a variety of additional services through expert partners 
including mortgage advice provided by Mortgage Advice Bureau, estate agency and lettings provided by Belvoir 
Group and much more including funeral planning, financial advice, and home insurance. Its range of services, 
alongside its commitment to providing expert advice, support the society’s purpose to help its members save, 
plan for, and protect their financial futures. www.thenottingham.com 
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